
Power Source Why is your nomination a good choice for Gaia Community? Is there any additional information you wish to share?

Greece

Norse

Norse

Eris Kallisti 
Discordia 

Modern take 
on Greek 
power 

We have an absentee majority stakeholder in our building. The building is 
plagued with problems. Our closet is a mess. Despite our repeated efforts 
to bring order to our community, disorder has increased. Let us embrace 
instead the disorder in our church home and learn to take joy in it. 

Philotes She is the deity of friendship and since we are wanting to reach out the 
community and grow I think she would be a good choice. 

Weiland
We NEED to build.  We need to build our home, our congregation, our 
program, and reach out and build our community and the world 
surrounding us.

Heimdall

A guardian who uses his physical senses to make decisions, he can bring 
inspiration for stability and figuring the future through contemplation. He's 
clever usually figuring out courses of action among the gods to solve 
problems.

Heimdall's birth is a most interesting (if incomplete in the 
lore) tale of having nine mothers (wave maidens) and one 
father (Odin). Interpretations vary on the possibility, but 
Heimdall cannot live undersea as his mothers can. He 
longs to be with them, but since he cannot change his 
situation, he makes his station among the gods HIS and 
does a better job than anyone could think of doing.

Eris Kallisti 
Discordia 

Modern take 
on Greek 
power 

Gaia Community is dealing with massive amounts of disorder and discord. 
We are having to improvise a sink to wash dishes at potluck. We are 
having to raise funds ourselves to repair the back staircase, even though 
we are a minority owner of the property, because the majority owner is a 
flake.  By all sensible metrics, we should have cut our losses and run, but 
yet, we are still here, still trying to make this building into our home. And 
that's just the sort of craziness that She What Done It All appreciates.  She 
would encourage us to do more crazy things, because doing the sensible 
thing isn't getting us very far.

The goddess 
Earth

Native 
English 
(Pagan)

We should be one with the soul of the mother, one with the womb of 
rebirth, as a chant says. Of all deities, the easiest to relate to are identified 
with our home planet, b/c of our affection for our planet. Her appeal is 
emotional, direct, and mystical; we are already in love with Her. Some 
recovering-movement chants or songs can be useful in Earth worship. 

In at least one native Anglo-Saxon cult, Earth was the 
primal deity, mother of deities and mankind, the boss of 
bosses, and an all-purpose patron of all. Her cult was the 
last to vanish, for documented prayers to Her occur in 
manuscripts from the 900's and 1000's.  The lack of mythic 
evidence does not mean that we're missing anything. She 
was understood as not anthropomorphic, and she was 
understood as omnipresent and irresistible; therefore epics 
and short adventure stories could not feature Earth as a 
heroine or villain. Her cult was ancient in Anglo-Saxon 
times, for She was the English conservation of the primal 
Earth goddess of the Proto-Germanic era. The endurance 
of Her cult implies that Earth worship was hearth religion -- 
practiced at home along with people in their own early 
years. 



Greek

Columbia American

Prometheus Greek

Odin Norse

Brigid Celtic

Spider

Hindu

Hephaestos

Hephaestos is a god of invention and ingenuity among the Greek 
pantheon.  His cleverness manifests physically, not just intellectually.  
Among the Olympians, he is the only one who is not physically "perfect".  
Because of this, he is sometimes looked at as lesser-than, and he knows 
what it is like to be picked on.  Still, when the gods need something made 
or repaired, they call on Hephaestos.  I think it is not a bad thing to honor a 
god who understands hardship, and can get things accomplished even 
without the full support of everyone around him.  

Eris Kallisti 
Discordia 

My pineal 
gland

It's time for Gaia to go out and do things other pagans don't. It's time for us 
to be more than a group of friends who meet once a week to try and 
understand their own hangups better. That's all well and good, but there's a 
whole world out there that needs a serious shaking up.  Eris is all about 
shaking shit up.

Seriously, folks.  What has sitting around got us?  I know 
we all have lives, and we're all busy, but - take this thing 
with the back stairs. We're asking people for money to help 
us fix them, but what reason are we giving, other than, 
"we're good people, honest!"? If we want people to believe 
in us, we need to give them something to believe *in*.

The country is at a transition point, balancing between forces of regression 
and forward-thinking. Fewer people than ever are bigoted, but the loud 
bigots are still very much alive and well-connected. Having a patron who 
goes back to the 'good old days' when the United States was unafraid to 
have a female personification would be healthy for both us and the entire 
country.

Columbia is honored in song, poem, and  visual arts for 
centuries. Her name dates back at least as far as 1738, 
maybe longer. She's been around longer than the country! 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Columbia_%28name%29

It isn't just about fire safety. We also need to light a fire under our collective 
rear ends and get stuff done.

As the All-Father Odin represents a primal aspect of creation. Since our 
community is standing at a crossroads, constant access to that archetypal 
generative force is something we need for our purposes. Additionally, Odin 
represents a willingness to pursue knowledge and wisdom without ceasing. 
We're a determined bunch, and a patron who will stop at nothing for a 
cause they espouse would be of great benefit to us.

Because the way he travels up and down the World Tree to 
seek knowledge is the feminine form of magick, Odin is 
considered by some to be a patron of the trans community 
as well.

Brigid has been our patron previously. We have had her guidance before, 
and I believe that we can benefit from her strength again. 

natural 
world/totem

Spider is a hard worker for her goals.  She spins beauty, but never without 
purpose.  She makes patterns and connections, and can use those 
connections to understand the world.  These all are good things for us to 
aspire to.  Spider also is associated with story and storytellers, which is 
relevant to our understanding of ourselves and the world.

Ganesh

Ganesh is the remover of obstacles.  Gaia Community has been a little bit 
stuck lately.  We've done good things.  Moving to Troost was an act of 
solidarity with other marginalized groups; we have hung on through thick & 
thin; the building is 100 times more habitable and the neighborhood is 
infinitely better than when we moved but our growth is stymied.  Out of the 
blue I thought, "We need Ganesh". At approximately 1:50 pm.  Hope I 
made it in...
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